
SPINNER® BIKES: LOOK BENEATH THE SURFACE

Spinner® bikes by Precor make 
normal bike service easier with a 
new larger access panel. 

With just a single tool you can 
replace the brake pad in under three 
minutes. Prior generation bikes 
sometimes required cover removal. 

Offered in both chain and Poly-V 
belt drive systems across three 
models, Spinner bikes by Precor 
provide many choices to better fit 
your individual needs.

Spinner bikes by Precor use an 
improved belt drive system featuring 
a new back-side idler design that 
automatically applies the optimal 
belt tension to keep the ride smooth 
and precise which is a big leap 
forward from prior generations. 

The chain tension window found 
on Spinner by Precor bikes allows 
you to quickly and efficiently 
check the tension and apply 
lubrication without using tools or 
removing any covers.

Some have said that the prior generation of Spinner® bikes may look similar to Spinner bikes by 

Precor. They share some iconic design features like the famous Spinning logo, a previous version 

of the perimeter-weighted flywheel, the over-molded handlebars and a stout A-shaped frame. But 

we invite you to take an even closer look. You will find big differences in the attention to detail 

and product quality. Since the partnership with Mad Dogg Athletics, owner of the Spinning brand, 

Spinner bikes by Precor have been completely redesigned with a focus on improving the fit, finish, 

and ease of service. 

1. Larger Access Panels 2. Easy Brake Replacement 3. Poly-V or Chain Drives 4. Back-Side Idler Design 5. Chain Tension Window
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SPINNER® BIKES: LOOK BENEATH THE SURFACE

Older Spinner® bikes featured large 
side plastic sweat covers while the 
Precor manufactured bikes feature an 
integrated approach to structure and 
protection with a completely welded 
design. The new all metal design avoids 
the plastic covers that create seams and 
gaps that trap sweat and make the bikes 
difficult to clean.

6. All-Metal Welded Frames 7. Morse Taper Pedals 8. Universal Quality Control 9. Built for Reliability 

Spinner® bikes by Precor are the breakaway solution that distance themselves from the rest of the field by 

combining reliable experience-driven design, comprehensive programming from the leading fitness education 

company, bringing you into the world’s largest community of indoor cycling enthusiasts and instructors.

Morse taper pedals are featured on every 
model of Spinner bikes by Precor because 
these pedals offer a big improvement in 
reliability and safety over pedals that use 
threaded axles which rely upon threads for 
connection strength. Morse taper pedals 
use a much larger axle and smooth tapered 
connection area to provide superior 
strength and reliability.

Precor quality and engineering teams 
are present at the Taiwan factory for 
every critical build to verify production 
processes meet the same quality 
standards maintained at our factories in 
the U.S.

The use of stainless steel fasteners, 
anodized aluminum components, over-
molded plastic, rubber parts and open 
base frames ensure protection against 
rust, corrosion and enable easy cleaning 
– all leading factors in the reliability of 
indoor cycles.
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